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Editor Ellen Mayou

nstitutional effectiveness is the mantra accrediting bodie use in their
reviews of colleges and universitie , and outcome a e mentis the
centerpiece of such effectivene

criteria. In the pa t year

outhem

Methodist University underw nt an accreditation review by th Commi sion on Colleges of the Southern A ociation of oil g
resulted in a favorable conclu ion.
In an institutional effectivene

r view re. uJ

and chool that
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tutional objectives. One of the mis ion of th Univ r ity i to trengthen
scholarly research and creativ achi ~v \m nt. The mat ·rial pr

nted in

this magazine provide a partial pictur of our achi ve.m ~nt in thi area.
SMU has schools for th humanitic~ and -·ci nc

hu in '"

ngine ring,

communication and fine art , law, and theology. The profiles, r ·earch
news, samples of publication , and pon or d re earch activity ·how that
faculty in all six schools are active in cholar'hip and creative endeavor .
This is the eighth volume of SMU Research. and every year, a the one
who chooses the articles for inclu ion I alway \Vi hI had more pages at
my disposal. The difficulty of making these choices i a reflection of the
quality of our faculty and the productive environment of our institution. I
congratulate the faculty on their achievements and scholarship.
This volume includes three feature articles: two on distinguished faculty members and one on the Meadows Museum. Professor Louis Jacobs, an
internationally known paleontologist, has taken on the presidency of the
Institute for the Study of Earth and Man. Charles Curran, the Elizabeth
Scurlock University Professor of Human Values, is a Catholic dissident of
international acclaim. Thanks to funds raised during the Campaign for
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SMU: A Time to Lead, the Meadows Museum, which houses one of the
finest Spanish art collections outside of Spain, is moving into a new building. It will serve as a research resource for generations to come.
I hope you enjoy reading this volume as much as I enjoyed assembling
jt. We thank you for your continued interest.
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Dean of Research and Graduate Studies
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Somethin~ is~oin~

Hot Spots

T

wo SMU geology re earcher
have discovered a ymmetrical distribution for the 'hot
spots" on the Earth' urface.
Scientists have located 47
places on the Earth's surface
where volcanic activity unrelated
to plate tectonics occurs, including
Hawaii, Yellowstone, Iceland, and
the Galapagos Islands. Hot spots
mark the sites of ancient "mantle
plumes" where huge amounts of
volcanic material rose from deep
within the Earth. Today, residual
material representing the tails of
these mantle plumes still comes
up at these hot spots.
Although previous studies
have reported that hot spots tend
to occur in broad clusters, an
orderly arrangement in their distnbution had not been recognized.
SM U geologists Rebecca hent
and DouglaF> Oliver studied the
loeatHm of major hot spots and

on deep withm the
determined that a di proportionate number occur at latitude
between 20 and 30 degree north
and outh of the equator. Their
ob ervation became much more
significant when the hot spots
were weighted according to the
amount of volcanic material that
they produced. Statistical analysis shows that the likelihood of
this distribution arising by chance
is less than one percent.
"This hints that there is something going on deep within the
Earth that hasn't been suspected
before," Oliver says.
Oliver and Ghent are investigating processes within the Earth
that may be responsible for this
phenomena. Oliver presented
their research at the 112th annual meeting of the Geological
Society of America in November.
for more information: Dou' Oliver
olivera>mail.smu.edu

Earth that hasn't been
suspected before.

En~meerin~ students

Joe Williams Col} and
Mark Westerman Coo}

ow do cell phones work?
are images transmitted
tally? SMU engineering
dent now have a
way to learn such
becau e of software developed h!
two of their peers.
Engineering students Marl
W terman ('00) and Joe Willianu
('01) u ed funds from a Nationa
ci nee Foundation grant tc:
d v lop new oftware for teachin!
cla
in communications anc
·ignal processing.
W Lerman, now a graduatE
tud nt in electrical engineering
d v lop d a oftware prograrr
call d "Peruna" that helps stu·
d n learn how to understand the
component of a very complicated
ignal uch a the human voice.
tud nt learn how to remove
noi
and other interference to
produce clean, clear speech signal . We terman won the School of
Engineering's Research Award for
undergraduate students last May.
William , a senior with a double major in electrical engineering
and mathematics, developed a
program called "Pony Express"
that enables students to transfer
data between computers using the
audio spectrum. The software
helps students learn a wide variety of concepts, such as how email and images can be transmitted wirelessly. The tools in Pony
Express are the same ones that
professionals use in analyzing and
building cellular phone systems.
"These software programs
have allowed us to teach significantly more advanced ideas to
younger students," says Geoffrey
Orsak, associate professor of electrical engineering.
Westerman and Williams presented their software to the
IEEE's first signal processing education workshop in October 2000,
which was attended by university
engineering professor
from
throughout the world. Both programs can be downloaded for free
off the Internet, and several other
universities have incorporatt'd
them into their engine ring cur
ricula as well.
for more information: Geoffrey Orsak
!Orsaka>en!r.smu.edu

mall
l'ultun' r 'mnk si t ns n day
fIt is\ll'l'. m S 1 historian says.
In lwr n'cently published book,
roly Day, Holiday: The Anterican
l 11 iay. Alexis Me rossen, assismt profe sor of history in
It dman
olleg , explores the sigtti.canc of unday to American
fe. he traces the beliefs and
ractices Americans have had
out the day, and how these have
1aped attitudes toward leisure.
"What's changed between 100
~ars ago and today is that we
re a lot less dogmatic about
hat people can do on Sunday,"
[cCrossen says, noting that ''blue
.ws" restricting commerce on
unday are no longer on the
>oks. In addition, McCrossen
tys, technology has changed
llllday's distinct feel by making
>th time and space elastic. She
ews these changes as a threat to
te shared daily rhythms of
merican life.
"It is no accident that the sale
· daybooks, personal organizers,
1d calendars are booming; that
me-management consultants are
orking overtime; and that a
tate of self-help books concerning
ne line the shelves of drugstores,
rport newsstands, and public
>raries," McCrossen says. "Amerms have fewer and fewer paramers around which to organize
eir lives, and thus are turning to
eir own devices, not always sucssfully or happily. Sunday is one
the few institutions that has pro:led Americans with a shared and
mmon space for rest."
The Wall Street Journal
scribed McCrossen's book as a
1scinating cultural history."

more information: Alexis McCrossen
caossi>mail.smu.edu

American Sundays
were once atime for
shared leisure.

Nanotechnolo~ seeks

to create machines at
the molecular level.

Archaeolo~ical

illustrator Dave Mor~an
used acollection of
photo~aphs taken m01e

than 30 years a~o by
looters to aeate this
photo reconstruction of
the Maya facade.

MU reHParchen; haw add<~d a
Hmall pi •ce to the em<•rging
field of nanotechnology, which
seeks to create machin es at the
molecular level.
Chemistry professors John St.
John and Patty Wisian-Nei lson
have developed a new process to
stabilize gold nanoparticles in an
inorganic polymer. The technique
could have numerous applications
in electronics and medicine.
Scientists have been developing ways to stabilize gold
nanoparticles because gold is a
key component of the electronic
circuit and also may be used in
certain biomedical applications.
"If we could stabilize gold
nanoparticles in an inorganic
polymer, we have the potential to
organize nanoscale metals, much
as semiconductor components are
organized on a computer chip," St.
John says. A nanometer is one billionth of a meter -just above the
size of the atom.
Although others have stabilized gold nanoparticles in organic
polymers, which have a carbon
backbone, the SMU team is
believed to be the first to stabilize
them in inorganic polymers that
have a phosphorus-nitrogen backbone. This polymer sy tern is easy
to modify and could enable scienti t to ea ily change the way the
nanoparticles behave.
"Thi should result in a much
more ver atile polymer,' Wi ianNeil on ays.
Wi ian-Neil on and St. John
pre en ted their re earch to the
220th national meeting of the
American Chemical Society in
Wa hington, D.C., in Augu t 2000.

for more information: Patty Wisian-Nielsen
pwisiana>mail.smu. edu
www.smu.edu/·pwisian

y carefully analyzwg some!

30-year-old photos, an SMU
archaeology professor has
given new meaning to a priceless
piece of Mayan artwork.
In 1968 looters took a magnificent painted stucco facade
from the top of a building buried
in the jungle near the MexicoGuatemala border. The facade,
which probably was built in
the Early Classic Maya period
between A.D. 400 and 500, was
eventually returned to Mexico and
put on display at the National
Museum of Anthropology in
Mexico City.
Maya scholars have struggled
to interpret the facade, which
seemed to represent a king surrounded by two smaller gods.
But using photos taken by the
looters, SMU Archaeology Professor David Freidel realized that a
key piece of the facade had been
left crumbling in the jungle. The
photos revealed that the facade
actually incorporated images of
two important kings from different regions. Freidel hypothesizes
that the facade commemorates
an important political meeting
between the two kings.
Freidel published his detailed
interpretation of the facade in the
Septern her/October 2000 issue
of Archaeology magazine. "The
facade is certain to be a key to
understanding the politics of Early
Classic Mesoamerica, he says.

for moreinformation: David Freidel
dfreidela>mail.smu.edu
www .smu. edu/-anthrop/dfreidel. html

Anew wireless heart

mor will better

ensure as1~al free of
m1erlerence from
ireless technolo~
tr

SSIOilS

Dame! $II an says
hat apolo~1es ou!d

reduce he nu !her of
c1vi! liab1l ty da1ms

Help for Hearts

A

group of MU engineering
students ha de igned a
wirele heart monitor that
will better en ure a ignal free of
interference from new digital television broadca ts and other wireless technology tran mi sions.
The students designed their
prototype, named "Ca per," to
transmit in a new frequency range
set last year by the Federal Communication Commission (FCC).
The FCC established the new
range after hospitals across the
nation experienced interference
and even temporary failures in
their medical telemetry systems.
The systems shared a frequency
range with TV broadcasting stations, many of which are beginning to send digital signals, also
known as High Definition Digital
Television CHDTV).
Medical telemetry systems
that can use the new frequency
range include heart, blood pressure, and reHpiration monitors.
WireleHB '"lystems allow patients to
move Mound early in their recovery whde htill be1ng mon1tored for

adv r e ymptom . \i ith uch y tern , one health care worker can
monitor everal patient remotely.
Peter Ba tawro ('00) came up
with the idea of the wirele monitor u ing the new FCC frequency
after taking a biomedical engineering cla and learning about the
problem and the FCC's re ponse.
He joined tudents Brent Smith,
Bo Fishback, and Paige Lockett
to research, design, and build
"Casper" for their senior design
class taught by Mechanical Engineering Professor Paul Packman.
The students demonstrated
their prototype before a panel of
health care professionals assembled by the Kent Waldrep National Paralysis Foundation last May.
Each year the Waldrep Foundation and the United Service
Association for Health Care
Foundation give $15,000 to the
senior design class to work on
devices for the physically disabled. Bastawros hopes to pursue
work on "CaRper" in the fut ure.
for more information: Peter Bastawros

petebci>moyesco.com

An Apoloyy
is Worth ...

N

ot every wrong
lawsuit. Sometimes an
ogy will do.
Common sense perhaps,
not to the American legal
according to Daniel W.
profe or oflaw at SMU's
chool of Law. Writing last
the legal reform
Judicature, Shuman
p opl who ay they're
hould b protected by the
in: t ad of having their acts of
trition rv a evidence
th m. Apologie would reduce
numb r of civil liability cl
. a ' b nefiting an nvt>rh'llrtilt>na
court y tern .
A · vidence for the value
apologie , human cites the
b r of m dical malpractice
nly one out of eight patients
their doctor . He suspects
gi
xplain why most
not ue when things go
de pite the magnitude of the doctor' mi take.
"Nobody benefits from exacerbating the stakes in these wrongs.
People go to the next level - lawuits - because they are not satisfied with what they get out of the
first level of interaction," he
says.
Others share Shuman's
call for reforming the role
of apologies in tort law.
Massachusetts and Texas
have enacted new laws
that allow for "acts of
benevolence" when
considering liability in personal
injury cases. Last
spring California
lawmakers - some
influenced in part
by Shuman's article in Judicature
- followed suit
with a similar
statute.

for more information: Daniel Sh1111
dshumanci> mail.smu.edu

. UResearchers Stud! the Pli!ht
tf Malian lmmi!rants in Paris
E1R
'SNOTE:An article in Volume 6of SMU Research featured the research that SMU professors DennisCordell
a carolyn Sar~ent are conductin~ on Malian immi~ants in Paris. In this article. Cordell. Sar~ent. and
r rch associate Daouda Gary provide an update on theirresearch.

.I

the United States, t he
•hrase "illegals" raises th e
pecter of migrants from
1.\ rico risking their lives t o
c ;s the border between the
t · countries or stowaways
f n Asia crowded dangerously
i: > containers aboard car go
s JS bound for the West Coast.
But the contradiction bet · en national policies that disc rage immigration and a
n ional economy that demands
u killed and skilled immig nts is not limited to the
l ted States. The situation is
s ilar in countries of the
I! ·opean Union, and France is
a 1se in point. Funded by the
V mer-Gren Foundation, Proors Carolyn Sargent of the
[ 1artment of Anthropology
Dennis Cordell of the
1artment of History have
e fieldwork in Paris for the
: four summers among immi1ts from the West African

country of Mali. The re earch
underscores th e plight
of
Malian famili e buffet ed by
waves of anti-immigrant entiment and government policie
that oscillate between ambivalence and ho tility wi th each
change of cabin t memb r and
administration .
The experi ence of Bakari
Diaby over the past 30 year
ch arts these ups and downs.
Bakari was born in 1945 in
Bamako, Mali. He fir t set out for
France in 1962 at age 1 . At the
time, the French government welcomed immigrants from Black
Africa, because the economy was
expanding and the Algerian revolution of the early 1960s had interrupted the flow of Algerian immigrants to France. Concomitantly,
economic decline in the Senegal
River Valley, encompassing Mali,
Senegal, and Mauritania, spurred
considerable labor migration from
the region.

Alt(•r a yPar in AbidJan on
Lhe WPHL Al'riean coar;t, Bakari
Look a boat to Bordeaux, arriving
13 days later. With th , aid of a
French friend whom he had met
in Mali, he found a job as a factory worker in Le Havre in 1965.
In the 1970s, following an
economic downturn, the French
government increased its surveillance of foreign workers by
requiring a residence permit
which Bakari obtained in 1975.
Three years later he returned
home to Mali to get married. His
troubles began when a taxi in
which he was riding was in an
accident and caught fire; his permit was destroyed. He appealed
without success to authorities at
the French embassy to replace
his documents. In subsequent
years he tried several times to
return to France legally. By
1986, however, France had further tightened entry requirements by requiring a visa and
Bakari's request for a visa was
denied. In desperate need of
money and perceiving no future
in Mali, he decided to return to
France clandestinely in 1989.
This time he headed
through northern Mali, Algeria,
across the des sert, and into
Morocco. He followed what has
become a regular route for illegal immigrants into the European Union, cro sing from
Mrica at Gibralter. U ing his
driver's license from 1970 and
hi health certificate of 1973, he
entered Spain and then walked
aero the border into France.
But the France of the 1990
did not extend even the ambivalent welcome of the 1960 .
Bakari had to work au noir, literally "in the black, meaning
illegally. He continued to file
app al a king that hi tatus
be "r gularized," and ought a
lawyer to take his ca e.
In 1997, a new government
order relaxed orne restrictions
but the order was not destined
for ' bachelors without dependents," which is how the Ministry
of the Interior classified Bakari.
Around t his time, immigrants launched an organized
attack on French immigration
policies that began with an occupation of St. Bernard Church. In
the summer of 1999, when government offices were normally
closed, Bakari and 350 other
migrants occupied the Maison

d<~H li..mwmbll·H, H large: buddJng
thai houHl:U h OCJaJ HC'rvicc: at:~ !j
rue d'Ahgn' in the 12th di stnd
of Paris. They hav• n•maJTwd
there ever since, supported by
the Green Party. A delegatjon
from the Maison des Ensemb1eb
demonstrated jn front of the
National Assembly in March
2000 jn support of migrant
rights. In response, the Minister
of the Interior agreed to review
all the permit requests. But
again, no decision was rendered.
Given the sometimes unsympathetic French media,
Bakari Diaby, his fellow leaders
Mahmadou Traore, Tounkara
Makan, and Sylla Moussa, and
the other sans papiers (without
papers) of t he Maison des
Ensembles have refused to give
interviews but they agreed to
meet with Sargent and Gary to
make their plight known in
America.
These conversations with
the squatters of the Maison des
Ensembles are part of Sargent
and Cordell's larger research
project exploring changing representations of the family, reproduction, and gender relations
among the almost 40,000
Malian immigrants in Paris ,
and how these changes may or
may not be keyed to fluctuations
in French immigration policy.

SMU professors Dennis Cordell and
carolyn Sar~ent have been studyin~ a~roup of
Malian men who are occupyin~ the
Maison des [nsembles in Paris (below).
The undocumented workers have held several
demonstrations for mi~rant ri~hts, tndudin~ one
at the french National Assembly (above).

the patient's family claimed
she was unjustly discrimina
against because she is disabled.
"There is a fine line
saying other patients
greater chance of benefiting
a transplant because they have 1
better chance of success to live 1
normal' life and judging that tht
life of a disabled individual is no
a valuable," Norcross says.
Norcro s joined the SMl
faculty in 1992 after teaching a·
Hobart and William Smitt
oll ge in Geneva, New York. HE
arn d hi Bachelor's degree ir
th cia ic (literature and philos·
ophy ) at Oxford University, anc
hi Ma t r's degree and his Ph.D
in philo ophy from Syracuse
nivcr ity. He was named the
William Edward Easterwood
A ,'ociate Professor of Philosophy
in 1 9 , then served as a visiting
ociat professor of philosophy
at th University of Arizona in
Tuc on for a year.
for more information: Alastair Norcross
anorcrosci>mail.smu.edu
www.smu.edu/·anorcros

Ensurin~

Seismic Safety

H

The question
is whether there is a
moral difference
between killin~
patients who
are terminally ill and
lettin~ them die.

Grapplin~ with

Life-and-Death
Issues

A

45-year-old Dutch citizen with
Lou Gehrig's disease is given
a lethal injection to end his
suffering. Is it murder or mercy?
A paraplegic is in need of an
organ transplant. Will he be considered, or will his disability put him
at the bottom of the waiting list?
Such moral dilemmas form
the core of research by AI a s t a i r
Nor cr 0 s s, the William Edward
Easterwood Professor of Philosophy at SMU. He is working on an
article, "Killing and Letting Die,"
to be published this year in the
Blackwell Companion to Applied
Ethics, an anthology of articles on
central issues of philosophy.
"The question is wh eth r
there is a moral difference

between killing patients who are
terminally ill and letting them
die ' Norcros says. In his book,
Killing and Letting Die, Norcross
discusses the difference between
active euthanasia, also known as
a sisted suicide and mercy killing,
and passive euthanasia, the forgoing of life-sustaining treatment
including artificial life-support
measures and artificial nutrition
and hydration.
Norcross also is part of a
group of philosophers, psychologists, doctors, and economists
studying ethical issues surrounding the allocation of scarce medical resources when disability
issues are involved, such as with
organ donations.
Norcross cited a recent case in
which a British teenager with
Down syndrome was refused a
h eart and lung transplanL.
Doctors claimed that own syndrome diminishes the chances of
the operation 'R HucccsH. However,

undreds of buildings and
other structures worldwide
may be safer thanks to the
work of Bi j an Mohr a z, a professor of mechanical engineering
in the School of Engineering and
expert in earthquake engineering.
Mohraz' early work focused on
how to safely design nuclear power
plants to withstand earthquakes.
His mentor at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
Nathan M. Newmark, was one of
the pioneers in this specialty.
Research that they conducted with
colleague William J. Halls was
implemented by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and used
for many years to design nuclear
power plants.
With the decline in construction of nuclear power plants.
Mohraz turned his attention to
improving design of other build·
ings for seismic safet. .
lnnd·
mark pap r that he publislwd in
1976 was one of thl' first that h'd
engineers to considt'r t lH' ''l'llh>
of a site \i hen dt'si~ning hntldin
for seismic londs. Tlw papl r i
still rC'f'('rt'nct'd tndn~ .

lpptll.H'h t11 dl'l'{iguing
kthl\\ 1\ ,\::-; t'twrgy-h uwd
1 n. "I • 1Ht dt•~ign huildmg~
,m '' h.1t t'twrgy t'Otnt'H mlo
building dming nn l nrt h
, ,11\d htl\\ ) ou nn' going to
.ip.th th.1t l'nt'rgy, then you
h.n l' n lwt lt'r and mor ccoti l\11 dt'Hign," Mohrnz says.
. lnhr 11 uses computer modto caleulnte h ow much energy
tl'H into buildings duri ng
thqu·1kes and how to dissipate
i 1rough the bu ilding by "dampi · nnd b. the u e of energy disttion devices such as rubber
s underneath buildings or
~ k absorbers inside buildings.
He also is studying how condevices developed for the
spa ce industry might be
r lied to building construction.
Mohraz returned to SMU in
1 8 after spending four years on
1 re at the U.S. Department of
C amerce, where he conducted
r ~arch in the Building and Fire
I earch Laboratory of the
r ional Institute of Standards
a
Technology (NIST) to
i •rove seismic specifications for
l:: dings and infrastructures.
"The government is concerned
v 1 the seismic safety of buildi· ; because it is the largest landl• . in the country," Mohraz says.
I orts produced by the NIST are
n le available to engineers nationv e; numerous countries around
t" world use them as well.
Mohrazjoined the SMU facult · n 1974 after teaching at the
l versity of Illinois at Urbana( tmpaign, where he earned
t: ~e degrees in civil engineering.
served as chair of the Civil
a
Mechanical Engineering
[ •artment at SMU from 1986
u il he left for Washington, D.C.,
i1 994. He is a frequent speaker
a conferences on earthquake
e ineering and has served as a
C• mltant on building projects
n .onwide.
Mohraz is a fellow of the
A erican Society of Civil Engin rs and serves as editor of the
S tety's J ournal of Architectural
1i. ·ineering. He also is a member
a he Architectural Engineering
Il ;itute Board of Governors.
,

eekin!
Clue About
Ancient Climate

II\'

r

rt re information: Bijan Mohraz
trazi>tlyr.smu.edu
.nyr.SIIu.edu/me/mohraz/index.html

B

Buildin~s withstand

earthquakes better by
use of ener~
dissipation devices.

Fossil leaf shape and
size can be used
to estimate rainfall
durin~ the Eocene

mTanzania.

y analyzing fossil leaves no
more than an inch long,
B on n i e I ac ob s can tell
what the climate may have been
like millions of years ago.
Jacobs is a paleobotanist
whose research focuses on studying ancient fossil plants from
Africa. She is trying to determine
what the climate may have been
like in that part of the world 46
million years ago in the Eocene
epoch. The Eocene is of particular
interest to J acobs and paleoclimatologists because the Earth was
much warmer than it is today.
Last summer, J acobs led a
group of scientists from the
United States and Tanzania on a
month-long expedition to a largely unexplored region in the East
African country of Tanzania. The
team searched for ancient plants
and animals that became fossilized in the fine-grained mudstone of an ancient lake in the
area around Mahenge in Tanzania's Singida District.
Th e team collected nearly 370
fossils on the trip, providing one
of the first glimpses of life as it
existed in ub-equatorial Africa
during the Eocene. One of the
mo t exciting finds on the expedition wa that of a fo il bat, the
fir t Eocene mammal ever found
from ub- aharan Africa and the
mo t complete fo~sil bat known
from the continent.
J acob her elf focused on collecting fo il plant , many of
which are in the legume family,

known f(Jr itr, food plants uc.h w;
lwan~:~ a~:~ wc•ll w; <·omnHm trl.t,S,
Huch a~:~ thl' n~dbud ttnd mc~squitl~.
"Th • diversity and abundance: ()f
legumes at Mahengc• may br c·vl~n
greater than we firBt thought,"
she says.
Jacobs collected enough fossil
plants on the expedition to provide a good indication of the paleoclimate of the area. For example,
leaf size and shape can be used to
estimate rainfall. Studying the
number of stomata - the cells
that plants use for breathing- on
the fossil leaves can help determine the concentration of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere during
the Eocene. This information will
be made available to researchers
who do climate modeling.
"Good independent estimates
of past climates are needed to
evaluate the accuracy of climate
models," Jacobs says.
An assistant professor in
the Department of Geological
Sciences, Jacobs also serves as
chair of the Environmental
Science Program in Dedman
College. She earned a Bachelor's
degree in geology and anthropology from the State University of
New York at Buffalo and earned
her Master's degree and Ph.D. in
geosciences from the University
of Arizona. Her work has been
published in journals such as the
American J ournal of Botany and
the Review of Paleobotany and
Palynology.
J acobs received a two-year
grant from the National Science
Foun dation for her studies of
ancient Tanzania.
for more information: Bonnie Jacobs
bjacobsa>mail.smu.edu
www. ~eol o!y. sm u. edu/·vineyard /bj acobs. html
Environmental Science Pro~ram: www.smu.edu/-esp

Bo ch. Bertelsmann, and BMW,
to be owned by one of the country'~ three large bank - Deut chebank,
ommerzbank,
and
Dr dner Bank - and by memb r.~ of the founder,' familie .
Through th ir cro ··-holding', the
bank~ · t·v a.· conduit to other

That's the 'small world' in ven
capital," he says.
Walker, who joined the S
faculty in 1993, is professor
chair of the Department o
Strategy and Entrepreneurshi~
He received his M.B.A. and Ph.D
from The Wharton School at th•
Univer ity of Pennsylvania.
For more information: GordoaWalker
fWalkeriJ•ail.s•u.edu
http://faculty.cox.s•u.edu/fWalker.~l

lncorporatin!
Women's Voices
into Christian
Worship

A

As ~lobalization
increases. frequent
mer~er and acquisition

activities cross
national bounderies.
threaten in~ established
systems with new
ideas and methods.

Restructurin,,
Global Style

H

i torically, countries have
developed their own national sy terns of financing and
governing corporations. But as
globalization increases, frequent
merger and acquisition activities
cross national boundaries, threatening these established systems
with new ideas and methods
wrought by ownership changes.
Go r d on Wa I k e r , professor of
strategy and entrepreneurship in
the Cox School of Business, is
studying this process as it
occurred in Germany in the 1990s.
Corporations, banks, insurance companies, and families own
large percentages of Germany's
companies. For example, it is not
uncommon for a significant number of shares in well-known
German firms, such as Robert

on Walker's
re arch, conditionally accepted
for publication by American
ociological Review, the small
world network are quite robust,
de pile their par ene s, and are
enduring the changes brought
about by globalization.
Thi finding also can be
applied to other nations, which
are likely to have corporate control networks with structural
characteristics similar to Germany, Walker says. "Globalization is a force that impinges on
all countries, but its effects are
mediated by the small worlds of
local economies that have surprising capabilities to endure and
persevere."
As an extension of Walker's
research on small worlds, he is
analyzing the small world of cofinancing agreements among venture capital firms in the United
States since the 1970s. "What
we're looking for is the incr asing
connectedness, the increasing
integration of th venture capital
industry over the past 25 years,
even in a very sparRc networl .

Lh fir t Protestant woman
in th United States to
r ceive a Ph.D. in liturgical
:tudie , Ma r j or i e P r oct erS mi t h ha spent nearly 30 years
di c rning women's voices in
hri tian worship. Now, she is
u ing a cholarly Outreach Grant
from Perkins School of Theology
to write a workbook on incorporating Christian feminist worship
into traditional Christianity.
"Feminist worship is more
physical, with more emphasis on
the senses, unlike much traditional worship, which often focuses on the mind," says ProcterSmith, the LeVan Profesor of
Preaching and Worship and associate dean for academic affairs at
Perkins School of Theology.
Typical feminist worship is
collaborative, communal, and
usually organized around a
theme, Procter-Smith says. Often
it takes place in open, flexible
spaces like office buildings, meeting rooms, or sometimes even outdoors. Seating is normally circular, so everyone sees each other.
"There is emphasis on sharing," Procter-Smith says. "Leadership is shared among planners
and participants. There i often
corporate music, such as singing
or chanting, rather than a performance. Recorded music may
accompany meditation. om<times it includes simple c1rd<'
dancing. His ver. uni(yi.ng."
Th word "litur '' lih'rnlh
mean '\vorl of U{l' pl'Oplt ,"
Procter- mith says, hut. ln:-;hm
call., Lh<.' peopll' hnw nh' ays l n
men.
Prod<'t' Smith hL' •:m dt' t•l 1
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Di crimination

by Proxy

t}h ll[\1"\, \\ l' \\ l'l'l' l't'l( ltjllll\g

in • pr.td lt't :-;," :-;lw ::-~n. H.
bt•',\1\ to HH), '\ hy enn't
lt lhll'tlw::-~ nnd tm,yPrs?' nnd
nt n in churt'lws snid, 'Why
't Wt' bP mini sters , lead
rdws, nnd prpach?"'
Pro •tt'r-Smith
arned her
.onlh' from Notre Dame with
tssertation on the American
kers, a religious movement
1ded by a woman , which
eloped female language for
l and hrist. She began thinki about how religious identity
c ld be constructed in terms of
" ship in a way that did not
r ·ginalize women. The result
v her book, In Her Own Rite
~ 10, 2000), which addresses
f damental liturgical issues
f n a feminist perspective. Her
a ~r two books, Women at
\- ·ship (1993) and Praying with
C ·Eyes Open (1995), look close1· Lt what has evolved into the
f. inist liturgical movement.
"The main
thing that
C istian feminist worship does
i: ive women a voice," ProcterE th says. "Certainly it's clear
t ~ the earliest New Testament
C istian worship was not like
t litional worship now. They
n in homes. Much like these
£4 inist groups, they were smalle communities. They shared
t: ~together, ate together."
Bringing Christian feminist
V' ship and traditional worship
t1 ~ther will not be easy, ProcterS th says.
"We really have to broaden
b 1 what is happening in femin worship and what is happenh in traditional worship ,"
F ~ter-Smith says. "We have to
r• Link what we are doing when
~ gather for worship. There
n ls to be freedom for express· . While unity is very import~ ;, somehow we have to make
r• n for diversity of voices."
11\\tn

fo re information: Marjorie Procter-Smith
• dera>11ail.smu.edu
.SIIu.edu/·theoloyy/psmith.html
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Somehow we have
to make room for
diversi~ of voices.

Artist Nancy Burson's

"Human Race Machine"

n recent years, propositiom;
that might appear to di scrimi nate again st Latinos have
been placed on ballots across the
country. While some people try to
stop such initiatives at the ballot
box, SMU Law Professor Geor ~ e
Martinez believes there is another way to stop them: in the courts.
Martinez is advancing a novel
legal theory under which language bias can substitute for
racial discrimination under the
Equal Protection Clause of the
14th Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution.
Because civil rights law developed historically to protect African
Americans, Martinez and other
legal scholars believe most case
law relies too heavily on race. They
favor a broader interpretation of
the Equal Protection Clause.
Recognizing language as a proxy
for national origin or race, they
argue, would extend constitutional
protections to other minorities
such as Latinos, Asians, and
Native Americans.
In an article published in the
ummer 2000 issue of The Univer ity of California at Davis Law
Review, Martinez and co-author
Kevin John on UC Davis law profes or, argue that recent ballot initiative in California and Arizona
to r trict bilingual education for
non-Engli h speaker u e language a a proxy for n ational
origin, th refore, di criminating
again t Latino . Their article look
particularly at the ucce ful 199
antibilingual initiative in California known a Propo ition 227.
"During the campaign for
227, the focu wa almo t excluively on the pani h language.

'l 'IH: Hpani :-~ h lallguagt , WI <:tm
t<•nd , ~ ~ cc~ ntral tiJ tfH H1c·ntJiy tJf
LatJn% In targc•ting tfH! l:m guage , thc~s c~ V(Jtc~ r s wc~ m , in
Pfl'ect, really targeting Ll:ltincJs by
proxy," Martinez ~ay s.
To prove a con stitutional VJO Iation , the law requires proof of
intentional di scrimination. Martinez and Johnson cite as evi dence hi storical segregation and
funding inequality of MexicanAmerican schools; the racial tone
of the Proposition 227 campaign,
which almost exclusively focused
on Spanish speakers; and previous California ballot initiatives,
Proposition 187, which barred
undocumented immigrants from
a variety of public benefits, and
Proposition 209, which dismantled affirmative action programs
in the state. Taken together,
Martinez says they can prove discrimination on the part of voters.
"If yo u can show that race was
a motivating factor behind the
passage of the measure, then it is
sufficient to establish a constitutional violation," Martinez says.
Already Martinez has been
contacted by an Arizona law professor interested in using the UC
Davis Law Review article to lay
the groundwork for a federal
court challenge in that state.
Martinez expects other attorney
to use his article's legal arguments in court fight against language-bia law .
Martinez who has taught at
SMU since 1991 received a B.A.
in philo ophy from Arizona State
University, his M.A. from the
University of Michigan, and his
J.D. cum laude from Harvard
Law chool. He ha published 17
law review article and five book
chapter on uch ubjects as race
civil right , legal theory, and federal court procedures.

For more information: Geor!e Martinez

,martinewmail.cox.smu.edu

allows people to see
themselves as another
racial identi~.

program, and if he will be uccessful in changing hi aggre ive and
violent behavior over time."
For hi
current study,
Eckhardt i, r cruiting 200 men
convict din Dalla ounty Judge
Da\·id Finn' · family court who are
•nt nc d to compl t a courtm, ndnt d dom tic \'iol nee progr. m. H' int rvi ws th m ver
two months and track· wh ther
th y , tt nd th ir w kly court' ppoint d program ·.
~E" •n if th y don't att nd th
to int r-

b. ll •r
blam

Can abusive men
chan~e their

behavior? If so. how
and when do these
chan~es occur?

Study in~
Male Batterers

T

hree to four million women in
the United State are battered by hu bands or male
partner every year, according to
the National Council on Child
Abuse and Famil¥ Violence.
Christopher Eckhardt , as istant
professor of psychology in Dedman
College, is studying male batterers
with misdemean or domestic abuse
convictions as part of a grant from
the National Institute of Justice,
the research branch of the U.S.
Departmen t of Justice.
"I study characteris tics of men
who have assaulted their female
partners," Eckhardt says. "We
look for cognitive, emotional, and
behavioral indicators that can
help us predict what causes a man
to batter, whrther a man wi II compi Pte a court-orde red tr atm nt

qu·nt ·.. a
tr ••1tment toward h' r ·- •due,and incr ·u l'cl g ·nd •r . n. ilivily th r
·arch ·r blam • p. ychological
probl ·m
uch a. poor int rp r, onal and communic ation :kill ,
a. w 11 a. olh r i 'lurbanc : to
p r. anality and p. ychopathology.
Although Eckhardt': r
arch i
not d ~ign d to inve. tigate one
. ingl cau · of battering, the
~ tudy focu::. . on orne pre ing
and difficult que tion facing
r :earcher and practitione r in
thi area:
an abu ive men
change their behavior? If o how
and when do the e change occur?
Behaviora l change progresses
through a
erie
of stages,
Eckhardt ay . The first, or precontempla tive" stage, is one in
which men do not even believe
that they have done anything
wrong. The next, a "contemplative" stage, is when men become
a ware of the effects of their
behavior on others. In the
"action stage men take direct
steps to change their abusivenes s.
Finally comes the "maintena nce"
stage, in which men attempt to
remain nonviolent for the long
term. Exit interviews with the
men and their partners and criminal record checks conducted six
months after treatment ends
determine which men have been
successful in changing their abusive behavior.
"We want to know if they have
learned the skill s n cessary to
respect others' ri ghts and whether
we can track those chang s ov r
Lim ," Eckhardt sayR.

Eckhardt
believes
research will be completed wi
definitive results by the end c
2001. "This is such a critical
important social problem," b
says. "But I've always been struC"
by the lack of research on tb
cau e of partner assault and th
effectiven ess of treatments fo
abu ive men, despite the fact tha
probably everyone is aware of a
I a t one friend or loved one wh
ha b n affected by domestic vio
1 nc in orne way."
Eckhardt earned a Bachelor'
d gr
in p ychology from th•
Univ r ity of Michigan anc
r c iv d hi Ph.D. in clinical anc
,'chool p ychology from Hofstr1
Univ r ity in Hempstea d, N.Y
H join d the MU faculty ir
1 7 and teache undergraduatE
and graduate courses in abnor
mal p yc hology, and conduct~
oth r fund d re earch projects or
alcohol, anger arousal, and
aggr ' ion.

for more mlorrnallon: Christopher Eckhardt
eckhardtiVmail.smu.edu
www.smu.edu/psycholoff

Fin din~ a Voice
in Her Roots

W

B ar ba r a Hi II Moor e , professor of voice

hen

in Meadows School of the
Arts, decided to take up a career
in singing, she never imagined
that it would connect her to her
ancestral history.
In 1969 Moore entered the
University of illinois to pursue a
Master's degree in teaching. She
always expected that she would
become a public school teacher.
but that all changed when her
favorite voice professor and mentor, Bruce Foote, urged her to sing
professionally.
"He had a special interest in
Negro spirituals, and as one of
the few black voice students with
similar interest , he urged me to
explore this beautiful mu ic that
my ancestors grew up singing.~
Moore says.
Moore b gan tudying English
spirituals, but her curio8ity tonk
her to oulh
ri.cn, wh 'l'l' :;ht
would res arch and lt.'arn th
African rrligiou ~ chants nnd :-pit
itualR. " fricn. and p;\rtt ·uhrl
South f'ricn. is n pnrt (lt th
world I didn't ktHl\\ ," l('('l'l' \
"lt's a part nf tlw "(lrld n ·h 1l

tnt)k n sabbatical to
8t)uth Africa in spring 1999.
• spt'nt lll'r first ti w days with
family of on of her stud nts,
lt'l' :nne accustomed to hearthem ' peak Afrikaans, a form
l >utch. he then headed toward
t cent r of ape Town, where
worked with church singers,
v
tudents from the Univer:s
of
ape Town and the
l versity of the Western Cape,
a . with young people from
I< 'lyelitsha township schools
a churches.
Moore also visited Durban on
t eastern coast, where she
t; ght classes at the University
o ulu Natal. She says the South
A cans were very interested in
t] technical aspects of western
n ;ic. After Durban, she visited
g, ~ral other cities and townships,
s 1 as Johannesburg, Pretoria,
S reto, and Kwa-Therna. She
s; 1t a lot of time in Kwa-Therna
\\ 1 professional singers and stud ts learning their form of notati and the correct way to make
c• ain sounds that are not found
ir 'le English language.
"I was very interested in the
w they sang," Moore says. "The
w they manipulate the larynx
a1 the throat muscles is very diffe nt from the west."
The knowledge of Negro spirit ls that she acquired in Africa
h; helped her add diversity to
h• teaching at SMU, Moore says.
"I 1ave an obligation as an
A can American to teach the
m ic of Africa and America to
m students. If the African and
A ~rican spirituals aren't taught,
t1: · will be lost," she says.
Moore also has helped add to
SJ J's diversity by establishing a
sc .larship for African American
at .ents in honor of her mentor,
B: ~e Foote. The scholarship is
a rded annually to a graduate
ic major in Meadows School
of teArts.

Und r t nd· !
Con urn r
Behavior

. hltH"t'

t

einformation: Barbara Hill-Moore

onsum ers often defin e new
products based on pri or
knowl edge of related products. For example, in the early
days of word processors, consumers sometimes compared them
to typewriters as a starting point
for understanding the new concept.
Pa ~ e Mor e a u, assistant
professor of marketing in Edwin
L. Cox School of Business, focuses
her research on understanding
how consumers' "old" knowledge
should affect the marketing of
new products.
For her dissertation, which
was published in the February
2001 issue of the Journal of
Marketing Research, Moreau
studied the responses of computer
experts and seasoned photographers to the digital camera. "We
found that the more camera
knowledge people have, the less
they liked the digital camera
because it displaced their
entrenched knowledge " Moreau
say . "People with high computer
knowledge and low camera
knowledge loved it because their
computer knowledge helped them
under tand its benefit ."
Moreau built on thi re earch
for a econd paper, which wa
publi h d in the March 2001
ue of the Journal of Con um er
R e earch focu ing on the
adverti ing
and po itioning
of a new
(

Barbara Hill-Moore
(ri~ht) in Zulu

Natal near Durban with
her ~uide and Zulu chief.

If people are
encoura~ed to think

about wildly
disparate thin~s while
considerin~ anew

idea, they have ahi~h
chance of achievin~ a

produet HJw sfHJwed b ( parate
fWtH of digital UilTJ(' f H HdV( r tiSf;.
me ntH to two grou p ~ (J!Je F;(~t (Jf
adH compared the digital carmm.1
to a film baF>ed camc·ra, an d th('!
oth er Het likened it to a scanner.
"The peopl e who saw the
product advertised to be 'like a
camera' were much more willing
to use it in a variety of situations,
th ey had hi gher preferences for it,
and they were willing to pay more
for it," Moreau says.
In her current research ,
Moreau continues to apply the
theoretical framework of analogies. "Now I'm examining how old
knowledge can help you create
new things," she says.
Moreau placed senior engineering students in groups and
asked them to develop a product
that would make it easier for
commuters to eat while driving.
She gave each group different
instructions for thinking about
the development of this product,
encouraging one group to make
multiple analogies to other products and another group to consider only one analogy. Directions to
the other two groups were divided
similarly, except they also were
hown examples of existing products, uch as a tray a lunch box,
and a cup holder.
"The students who carne up
with a lot of analogies and had
not been shown existing products
produced the rno t creative
de igns ' Moreau ays. The
re earch i howing that if people
are encow·aged to think about
wildly disparate things while conidering a new idea, they have a
high chance of achieving a creative outcome.'
Moreau joined the SMU faculty in 1998 after completing her
Ph.D. in marketing at Columbia
Univer ity. She earned her
Bachelor' degree in economics at
Davidson College and her M.B.A.
at Tulane University.

creative outcome.

for more information: Paye Moreau
pmorea uwmai I. cox. smu. edu
http: //faculty. cox.smu. edu/cmoreau. ht1111
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1 or art history graduate student Billie Jo
I Daniels-Breault, selecting a thesis topic
was as simple as looking in SMU's own
~yard

- the Meadows Museum. She was

acted over and over again to a painting in
Meadows collection - Diego Velazquez's
1yl with Tabula Rasa" (1648). To Danielsault, the portrait of the young woman pointto her tablet conveyed such restrained elece and delicate, translucent brushwork, she
compelled to investigate when Velazquez
tted it, possibly even redating it.
Scholars have written little about the
yl," painted at the height of the Spanish
3t's career. Upon first glance, an observer
' not realize her creator labored mainly in
realm of Spanish kings. Diego
is considered one of the greatest
tters of the 17th century. One of his ports (1623-24) of young King Philip IV, who

d Spain from 1621 to 1665, can be found in
Meadows Museum, as well as his "Portrait
(1656), the king's young

New Meadows Museum Provides More Space
for Renowned Spanish Art Collection at SMU
The Velazquez paintings are included in Martyrs on Mount Ararat" (1490), a wood
one of the largest and most comprehensive col- panel from an altarpiece typically produced in
lections of Spanish art outside of Spain. Other central and western Spain at the end of the
major artists in the Meadows collection include 15th century, attributed to Francisco or
Ribera, El Greco, Murillo, Goya, Picasso, and Fernando Gallego. The painting recently travMir6. The collection, originally donated by the eled with 26 other works on a good will mission
late oilman Algur H. Meadows beginning in to Spain to hang in museums in Madrid and
1965, now includes 670 paintings, sculpture, Barcelona. Although the Barcelona museum
and works on paper. They represent the art of also owns a similar Gallego, that museum's
Spain from the lOth to the
staff declared the Meadows'
20th centuries, with particwork to be the superior
ular emphasis on paintings
piece, Lunsford says.
from the country's RenaisAnother rare piece in
sance and Baroque periods
the Meadows collection is a
(1500 to 1800).
14th-century Catalan EuSince it opened, the
charist cabinet used in conMeadows Museum collecnection with the sacrament
tion has inspired and
of communion. It served as
enlightened members of
the basis for a scholarly
the SMU community and
article by Pamela Patton,
thousand of vi itor from
assistant professor of art
throughout the world. It
history and former Meadal o has served a a va t
ows Museum curator who
resource for tudents, not
uses the collection to teach
only in art and art hi tory
undergraduates a well a to
but al o in hi tory, p ycholsupport thesis development
ogy, Engli h, and religion,
Eucharistic Cabinet (Amario eucaristico) for graduate students. The
among others. And for
Catalan cabinet, like many
cholars of pani h art, the
Anonymous Catalonian. tempera, ~ildin~. of the works in the Meadows
specialized nature of the
collection, reflects intense
collection appropriate for a
and ~lazed silver leaf on poplar wood, religious feelings and the
southwestern population
influence of a heavily domiimmersed in Spanish culnant Catholic Church in
9z.zs" x 4z.zs" x zus". circa 13JS-1400,
ture and history, has been
Spain. Numerous works are
its greatest attraction and
Museum Purchase, Meadows foundation funds. rich in symbolism that tells
strength.
the story of the church,
"Researchers can do great work with repro- because few among the general population could
ductions (from slides)," says John Lunsford, then read. The cabinet's function is clear from its
director of the Meadows Museum, ''but a seri- lively figural paintings - to link the theology surous scholar wants to view the original work of rounding the Eucharist with the events of
art. And they have to come to SMU if they are Christian history, such as the Annunciation and
interested in a certain kind of work," particu- the Crucifixion. "It's a very rare object," Patton
larly in devotional or religious art, he adds.
says. ''This is the only one in the country, probaOne such work is "Acacius and the 10,000 bly in the Western Hemisphere."

ment pr
'Pieta' will timulat
nical tud of thi
bringing them th
oju tly de rv ,"
Another graduat tud nt, idn Patrick
( 00), who received h r M.A. in art hi ·tory in
December u ed th coil ction' "Portrait of th
DwarfMichol" by Juan an no de Miranda to
focu on the relation hip between dwarve and
the Hab burg king in 17th-century pani h
paintings. Although the tradition of dwarf
painting had exi ted for orne time at the
Spani h court Velazquez revolutionized dwarf
portraiture in the court of Philip IV. Patrick
found that Carreno who erved a the court
painter to Charles II Philip on continued
that tradition in a imilar ympathetic ca t.
or her research on the 'Sibyl, Daniel Breault visted mu eums in Madrid and
London's Tate Gallery, which owns
Velazquez's "Venus and Cupid," painted
between 1648 and 1651 during his second trip
to Italy. The painterly techniques and brushstrokes are similar to those found in the
Meadows' "Sibyl," she says. Daniels-Breault
believes the artist also painted the "Sibyl"
during that period, although the dress on the
female figure is found in the classic sibyl types
of the Italian High Renaissance, including
those depicted by Michelangelo in the Sistine
Chapel frescoes that Velazquez had seen during his first trip to Rome in 1629-30.
To support their research, the Art History
Department awarded Haakon travel grants to
enable Chamblee, Patrick, and DanielsBreault to travel to Spain and London. "We
are proud to be able to award these grants to
so many of our graduate students; it is an
hrmor for them," Patton says. The Meadows

F

Acacius and the 1o.ooo Martyrs on Mount Ararat (Acacio y los 1o.ooo martires del Monte Ararat), Francisco or Fernando

Galle~o (1440-150J), tempera and oil onwood panel. 6o.Js" x44". circa 1490, Al~ur H.Meadows Collection. Meadows Museul.
Museum h as incorporat ed the students'
research into a handbook of its paintings and
sculptures published last year.
The collection provides support to more
than art historians, however; artists and art
students use the paintings to study physical
aspects such as textures, layers, shadings,
and tones. "If they are interested in the hand
of the artist," Lunsford says, "they need to see
the original work."
Meadows Pro fessor of Art Laurence
Beholder uses the museum 's se rie · of oya

etchings to show his printmaking tuden
how the artist developed his techniques in the
late 18th and early 19th centmie . Through
his etchings Goya made social and political
commentaries on the ill of societ. in "Los
Caprichos" ("The aprice "), on \ ar in "Los
Desastres de la Guerra" ("Th Disash't , f
War '), on bullfighting in "La Tauromaqui
and on fear and sup rstition in "1
Disparates" ("The Folli<'s"). B' nmw tlw prin
ar s nsitiv<' to light. tlwy nn' Ht'ldom dt
played in tlw Mt'ndm s gnllt'rlt'~' · 1 ut

1

th l\\\1:" 'Utn tnh.t'~ tlw l'khing~ out of'
.n\ll .tlhm ~ ~kholdt'r '::-; ~tndl'nts to view
111 up ·h\st' .
· t •1.\::-;~t'~ ll'·\rn te ·hnically how to do
r~ thmg l~o.' \ did,"
holder says. "If his
"ing ,\b1ltty rubs off on th m, that's pretty
d. too." Seholder also uses oth r artists'
kt' to ht:'lp students und rstand how they
t lopt'd their approaches to painting. "I want
studt nts to put themselves into Velazquez's
p~: Th 'e that the middle tones were painttin~t. then the darks laid in transparently,
. finall , the lights applied opaquely," he
'."You don't get that from a reproduction."

he strength of the Meadows' collection is
not only its quality, Lunsford says, but also
its ability to interact with other disciplines
::ampus. Ed Sylvest, associate professor in
kins School of Theology, relies heavily on
collection when teaching the history of
1stianity as it developed in 16th-century
.in, particularly for Protestant students
amiliar with Hispanic Catholicism. Sylvest
1rporates paintings by artists such as El
co, Murillo, Palomino, Ribera, and Zubaran
discussions about devotion to the Virgin
~y and the saints in Spain. "I use the collecas a way of opening up students to the
'ituality found in the art, what the theologmessage is," he says. "I conduct devotional
rcises with students in the galleries,
)uraging them to use the paintings as an
tsion for meditation."
In teaching the history of Spanish biblical
>larship, Sylvest often refers to a tempera
oil on wood panel, ''The Investiture of Saint
fonsus" (1508-14), by Juan de Borgoiia,
ch also relates to a holding in Perkins
1

LEfT: Pieta (Piedad).luis de Morales (1509?-1586), oil on panel. 16.z5"x11.75", circa 1560, Museum Purchase. Meadows Foundation Funds.
RIGHT: The Investiture of Saint lldefonsus (lmposicion de Ia casulla a San lldefonso), luan de Bor~ofia (circa 1470-1534),
tempera and oil on wood panel. 98.z5" x81.75", circa 1508·14, Al~ur H. Meadows Collection, Meadows Museum.
School's Bridwell Library - the Complutensian
Polyglot Bible. The painting depicts a popular
Spanish subject: Saint Ildefonsus, a seventhcentury archbishop of Toledo, receiving a chasuble, or bishop's robe, from the Virgin Mary.
The kneeling Ildefonsus bears a strong resemblance to the powerful Archbishop Francisco
Ximenez de Cisneros, Borgoiia's patron.
Ximenez is credited with ordering the scholarly
translation of the Complutensian Polyglot
Bible, to reconcile the Vulgate text attributed to
Saint Jerome with its Hebrew, Greek, and
Aramaic sources. In 1999 Meadow Mu eum

Female Fi~ure (Sibyl with Tabula Rasa) (Mujer [Sibilia con tabula rasa]),

Die~o Rodri~uez

de Silva y Velazquez (1599 ·166o),

ncanvas. zs.s" xzf. circa 1648, Al~ur H. Meadows Collection. Meadows Museum.

r: Portrait of the Dwarf Michol (Retrato del enano MichoD. luan Carreno de Miranda (1614·168sl. oil on canvas.
~s·

x40.875", circa 167o·168z, Museum Purchase. Meadows Foundation Funds.

and Bridwell Library combined resources to
present "Faith in Conflict: Devotional Images
and Forbidden Books from Spain's Counter
Reformation," featuring holdings from each collection to reveal the complex and powerful
forces that helped shape Spanish culture at the
dawn of the modern era.
ince Algur Meadows donated the first
Spanish paintings to SMU to create the
Meadows Museum, the collection has
grown in depth and size. The small exhibition
and gallery space in its former location at
Meadows School of the Arts limited the number of paintings that could be displayed at any
one time.
A new Meadows Museum, which opened
in March 2001 at Bishop Boulevard and
Mockingbird Lane, increases the old museum's size from 11,000 square feet to 66,000
square feet. The expanded exhibition space
and special galleries will enable the Meadows
Museum to develop "focus exhibits" that will
engage scholarly participation from guest
curators, Lunsford says. They also will provide additional opportunities to feature more
of the Meadows' print collection (in a climatically controlled gallery) and a greater context
for works that are seldom displayed. In addition, labels for the works will be printed in
English and Spanish to broaden the outreach
to the Hispanic and international communities, he adds.
"The new Meadows Museum will allow us
to become the university museum we've wanted to be all along," Lunsford says. •

S

Meadows Museum hours are: Mon. Tue, Fri. Sat loam-spm;
Thur 1oam·8pm; Sun lpm-spm; Wed dosed.
For more information call: 214 -768·zs16.

America's Most famous Catholic Moral Theolo~ian Finds a Home at SMU
By

Mer edit h

W

Dick enso n

hen The New York Times or the ABC
News program "Nightline" needs an
expert to discuss the latest news coming out of the Vatican in Rome, they often turn
to SMU, home of America's best-known dissenting Catholic theologian, Charles Curran.
If the presenc e of a Roman Catholic priest
at a historically Protest ant univers ity seems
odd, the SMU community has not noticed. The
Univers ity recruite d Curran to campus in
1990 with the offer of a prestigious endowed
chair, the Elizabe th Scurloc k Univer sity
Profess or of Human Values, which allows
Curran to teach across disciplines and gives
him wide latitude to travel, lecture, and write.
Thf; 66-yeM old moral theologian and ethicist,

revered on campus for his scholarly reputation, is considered by fellow theologians to be
one of the greates t moral theologians of the
20th century.
"Curran is certainl y one of the leading
teacher s and scholars in Christi an ethics in
North America," says Robin Lovin, dean of
SMU's Perkins School of Theology. "Through
his many books and his work as a teacher, he
has made a whole generat ion of Protest ants
more aware of Catholic moral traditio ns, and
he has introduced Catholic scholars to a more
ecumenical approach." Curran divides his time
between teachin g theology student s at Perkins
and underg raduate student s in SMU's
Dedman College of Human ities and Sciences.

I

n the same way that psychiatri~ts st~dy
human emotions, moral theologians hke
Curran study moralit y and ethics.
"There's a distinct ion between morality
and ethics. Moralit y is what people do, how
they live their lives. Ethics is what I call a second order discipline. You stand back to studY
moralit y systematically, reflexively, and analytically," he says.
Historically, the rol of moral theologian,
in th Catholi c hurch, ince the lGth ct'ntur~
was to train pri sts to hear conlt'ss\ons. t
judge th gra it. of sins conf'SSt'd. an l t
decide wh thcr to gi c nbsolut wn Thi:- l 1)1
began to ehangt' nflt'r t lw ~t't'1md \'nt 1 ill
ouncil, n gatheri ng or Catholic hi. h''l th l

H)()fi to n>form mnny of' th
h'.., .\ppn1 \l'lh'~. By tlw liml' of' nticnn II,
·r m h.Hi rt 't'ivt d doctoral dcgr es in
1 l t ht ology from Rom 's Pontifical
• ,,wi<\1\ University and th Academic
llHH U)l)•l Ill

1

n~i uu\, wh rE:' h
tudi d under r nowned
mnn 8 ·hol 1r and pri t Bernard Haring.
"~hn·al th olog
was just this narrow
lg of pr paring confessors for the sacralt of p nitence," Curran says. "Haring
ttt.'d to make it much broader, to focus not
nuch on the sins as the fullness and holis of Christian life. He showed us that there
, a lot of tradition within the church for
anding the role of moral theologians."
1

he author or editor of more than 40 books
on contemporary moral theology, Curran's
career has paralleled profound social
nge in America, presenting him with new
tes to reflect upon and analyze. Also during
time his dissident status thrust him into
adership position, placing him squarely in
middle of many controversies that have
~t the church.
In 1968, while a young priest teaching at
Catholic University of America in
;hington, D.C., he led a group of 600
holic theologians in opposition to Pope
1 VI's encyclical rejecting artificial contra;ion. The Vatican letter created a furor
mg Catholics and polarized the debate in
American church. According to The New
~Times, to this day only 1 in 10 American
holies agree with the church's ban on coneption.
For his act of dissent, Curran came persly close to losing his teaching po ition at
holic University. Protests broke out across
campus in support of him. He remained
er investigation for several year by
can officials, but continued to write and
h on contemporary moral theology, often
enting from church authority on uch contE ious issues as contraception, divorce, and
h· tosexuality. In 1986 the Vatican relieved
C ran of his teaching position at Catholic
U versity after he refused to recant hi view
01 exual morality.
Curran's approach to these moral que ti s is to consider them within the Catholic
ti ition, while taking into account individual and their particular circumstances when
d• rmining the immorality of such acts. For
e:l nple, Curran says that since homosexuals
d• 1ot choose their sexual orientation, the
·ch should make exceptions to allow for
r desire for permanent and loving samerelationships. In the proper context,
ran also believes that divorced Catholics
tld be allowed to remarry, and he has
ted against restrictive abortion laws.
'The biblical metaphor reminds us that
good tree brings forth good fruit while the
tree brings forth bad fruit. The good pertends to do good actions. The moral person
the person's character and virtue are

more Higni fi cant for morality than the individua I particular act," urran says.
As urran sees it, the fault lies with the
atholic church hierarchy, which he says has
failed to come to terms with the new moral
climate.
"Many Catholics have made their own
decisions on these issues and I think that is in
many ways good, but it still creates this situation where you have an official teaching here
and a dissenting practice there, and a growing
gap between them," Curran says. "I think it is
an important Catholic issue that obviously
has to be dealt with sometime."
Curran's latest book, The Catholic Moral
Tradition: A Synthesis (Georgetown University
Press), is a distillation of his life's work and,
as one reviewer wrote, shows that Curran is
still "deeply loyal" to a church that has often
misunderstood him. The Catholic Moral
Tradition explores the agreements, disagreements, and major changes in the faith tradition and contrasts these ideas with other
approaches by well-known theologians and
philosophers, both Catholic and Protestant.
Curran's new book is the lens through
which he views the Catholic moral tradition.
He starts with what he calls "stance,' or the
way in which an individual views all moral
reality. To Curran, stance begins from the
Christian perspective, or the belief in the mysteries of creation, sin, incarnation, redemption, and resurrection. Next i his "relationship-respon ibility' model for morality, which
sees the person "in multiple relationships
with God, neighbor world, and self.' Finally,
Curran di cu es the norm and principle
univer al to morality, and give pecial attention to the virtue that characterize Chri tian .
'I don't pretend I m giving a compl te catalog or explanation of the e thing but I touch on
the mor fundamental and primary virtue that
guide the di1Terent relation hip , h ay .

I

n addition to teaching and writing, Curran
has served as president of three national
professional societies: the American Theological Society, the Catholic Theological
Society of America, and the Society of
Christian Ethics. He also has taught at
Cornell University, the University of Southern
California, and Auburn University. Among his
many honors and awards, Curran is the first
recipient of the John Courtney Murray Award
for Distinguished Achievement in Theology
from the Catholic Theological Society of
America, honorary doctorate degrees from the
University of Charleston and Concordia
University, and was the ABC News "Person of
the Week" in August 1986.
Ethics professor William F. May, who
served on the search committee that recruited
Curran to SMU, says Curran is a "model
University citizen," who always is willing to
serve on committees and completes his work
on time. Most impressive to May, however, is
how unaffected Curran is by his fame.
"Charlie has an off-hand, matter-of-fact
manner to him. He does not trail his impressive resume behind him or push it in a wheelbarrow before him," says May, who also is an
ethicist of national repute and the Cary M.
Maguire Professor of Ethics, the other universitywide distinguished position at SMU.
In the classroom, Curran dresses in lay
clothe and is addres ed as 'Professor
Curran by his students not "Father
Curran." Last year a University committee
recognized Curran's contributions to SMU
when it awarded him the annual Phi Beta
Kappa Perrine Prize for Teaching and
cholar hip.
'He embodie the ideal of the excellent
teacher and the excellent cholar,' says
Bonnie Wheeler, associate profe sor of
Engli h and director of SMU's Medieval
tudie Program. •

L

ouis Jacobs is proudly showing v. isitors
through the "Texas Dinosaurs" exhibit at
the Dallas Museum of Natural Hi story.
"That's an SMU fossil," he says, pointing
to the skeleton of a small , still-unnamed
dinosaur found near Proctor Lake, about 90
miles southwest of Fort Worth.
"That's an SMU fossil," he says, pointing
to a bathtub-sized dinosaur footprint from
Glen Rose, Texas.
And on he continues. Perhaps no one has
contributed as much to our knowledge of
Texas dinosaurs as Lou Jacobs, professor of
geological sciences in SMU's Dedman College
and an internationally known vertebrate paleontologist.
But Jacobs' research goes far beyond
dinosaurs. For him, fossils of dinosaurs and
other mammals are a means to help us learn
more about Earth and life on it.
"It's not only the fossils that are interesting,
it is the questions they can answer," he says.

J

acob joined the SMU faculty in 19 3 after
earning hi Ph.D. at the Univer ity of
Arizona and working for world-renowned
anthropologi t Richard Leak y a head of
paleontology for th National Mu urn of
Kenya.
Hi
Jacob
b liev

wh n animal · mo d from frica LoA ia and
to corr lat climatic chang : with volutionary chang . · n in animals.
"Thi. wa a wid ly recognized . tudy,'' ay
Richard i~ lli, pro~ or of g ology at lh
niv r ity of klahoma and curator of v rl brat. paleontology at th
klahoma Mu eum
of Natural Hi tory.
Hi 1993 book, Quesl for lhe African
Dino:aurs: Ancient Roots of the Modern
World, recount Jacob ' arch for dino aur

Lou Jacobs and former yraduate student
Elizabeth Gomani stand in front of askeleton of an
African dinosaur called Malawisaurus that the
two described. At left is an artist's renderin! of a
fossil snake with lt!S that Jacobs has described.

fossil s 111 Kenya , Malawi , and Carnl! fO(Jil . His
diaries of the digh introduce rJ(Jm;ci<onti '3 ts t(J
the world of paleontology and deHcnbe Africl:l
today and as it exi sted 100 million years ago.
The book was reviewed favorabl y in several
publication s, including the Wall Street
Journal.
"Lou broke a lot of new ground in Mrica,
particularly with his dinosaur work," says
Kay Behrensmeyer, an eminent scientist from
the Smithsonian Museum who worked with
Jacobs in Mrica.
Jacobs is particularly known for his discovery of what is now called Malawisaurus- a
plant-eating dinosaur that lived in Malawi
100 million years ago. The elephant-sized
Malawisaurus belonged to a family of longnecked sauropod dinosaurs known as
titanosaurs that made their way from East
Africa to Texas via South America, reaching
Big Bend about 70 million years ago. His
study ofMalawisaurus and its counterparts in
Texas have helped trace the root of some of
Texas' largest dinosaurs.
Jacobs published his first book on Texas
dinosaur , Cretaceous Airport, in 1993. The
book de cribes fossils of dino aur and other
mammal found on the ite of Dalla -Fort
Worth International Airport.
Cretaceous Airport led to Jacob 1995
book, Lone tar Dino aurs, which details
orne major dino aur find by Texa re idents.
Lone tar Dina aurs wa the ba is for a mu eum exhibit that toured the state in 1996. To
thi day, a week never goe by that Jacobs
doe n't get everal call from people who have
found dino aur fo il in Texa . He remains
involved with everal dig de c1ibed in the
book, including the bigge t dino aur project
e r undertaken in Central Texa - an excavation on a ranch in Hood ounty that produced lh bone of everal bronto aur known
a Pleuroco lu . The e fo il will be included

March 2000 he and several internation al coauthor published detail of an intriguing new
pecies of fo sil snake with legs found in the
quarry. Fossil snake skeleton are rare find
because their bones usually catter after the
snakes die. This snake i only the third known
find of a fo il nake with leg .
Analy i of the fo sil nake, which J acob
e timate lived 95 mill ion y ar ago, ha
added to the d bate over wh th r nak

ogy a re earch coll ction of fo ·sil local d in
the ba ern nt of H ro_ Hall. Th coil ction
hou e from 20 000 to 30,000 p cirn n . of
which about 15 000 ar catalogued. Jacob
ecmed grant rnone to h lp organiz and
update the collection. Hi re ar h and international profile have brought con iderabl
attention to the collection vi. ited b dozen of
cholar each year. pecimen from the collection are on loan to the Dalla Mu eum of
Natural Hi tory and other mu eum around
the world.
Jacob al o is known for the quality of
graduate students he train .
"Lou' students become di tinguished cientist almost immediately," says Lee
McAlester, chair of the Departme nt of
Geological Sciences at SMU.
His cmrent graduate students include top
paleontologists from Africa, Japan, Mexico,
and Israel. "What makes us unique is our
internation al perspective and om internation al network," J acobs says. "By th e time they
finish they have a global network of colleagues
and professionals that allows them to continue with internation al work."
Elizabeth Gomani ('99) from Malawi had
an experience typical of J acobs' students.
While working on her Ph.D. at SMU, Gomani
shared an office with students from J apan,
Korea, and China. She is now senior paleontologist for the Departme nt of Antiquitie s in
Malawi and is raising funds for science
exhibits at a new national cultural center.
Gornani is believed to be the only black
African woman paleontologist.
F(JJlow paleontologists also praise Jacobs
for hi~ leadership in their profession ..Jacobs

can
den
e
them but
for their ltia:ipJI•
This year.
projects of more than a uw~. IP1. .

tudie through conference , ympo ia. lecture , and publication .
I EM receive funding from a variety of
ource , including foundation s, corporation , and individuals. Jacob , who became
pre ident of ISEM in January 2000, says
his top priority is raising funds to support
more graduate student research.
Graduate students are the most creative force around," Jacobs says. "They are
role models for undergrad uates and they
served as president of the Society of
Vertebrate Paleontology from 1996 to 1998
when the organization became embroiled in
controvers ies over th e commercialization and
sale of fossils.
J acobs also served as director ad interim
of the Dallas Museum of Natmal History in
1999 when he helped organize its cmrent
"Texas Dinosaurs" exhibit. A copy of the
Malawisau rus skeleton that Jacobs found
greets visitors as they enter the museum. In
J anuary 2000 , J acobs added another responsibility to his already-extensive resume: president of the Institute for the Study of Earth
and Man (see story above).
Jacobs' knowledge of the fossil record
makes him a popular speaker on lhe subj ect of
evolution and creationism . To help put the
issue in context, J acobs leaches a class on
"Evolution vs. Creationis m as a Public chool

dents in geology and antbroPOD:»ii
poin to geology graduate
Vmeyard and Dana ~ , ___ ......,
tudying the migration pattel'll18 ·J
modem and ancient sea
example of the value of such
"Their research ultimately will
to understan d bow ocean currents
mate have developed through
Jacob says. Vmyard and Bisatti
that their research on how sea
urvived as long as they have will
ther efforts to protect them from
I EM funds enabled Vinyard and
to travel to conference s and
re arch in Guyana and Costa Rica.
pre ence at these meetings has
MU's profile among biologists,
tioni ts, and oceanogra phers that it did not have a year ago, J
Another ongoing ISEM project is
pace: Man and the Divine in
Central America and the Soutlz.rm~~
United States, an exhibit of more
mural- ize photograp hs taken by
photograp her Carolyn Brown.
63,000 people saw Sacred Space
was on display at the Hall of State at
Park during the State Fair of Texas
fall. This year, the exhibit will travel
Mexico and Guatamala .
The Sacred Space exhibit, which has
accompany ing audio tape, CD, and
site, is an example of ISEM's mission
interact with the community, Jacobs
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Issue." The class is full every time he teaches it.
For Jacobs, the issue isn't one of religion
versus science. "Science is guided by peers:
he says. "Religion is personal. It is wrong to
judge the religion of others. It is not wrong to
test science."
Jacobs' next project is Galloping Through
Time, a children's book about horses that he i
working on with his longtime illustratot
Karen Carr. Like he did with dino aurs in
Cretaceous Airport, Jacobs plans to u e hors
as a way to teach children le sons about con·
cepts such as evolution, climate chan
genetics, and how bodies function.
"There definit ly is a need for books li
this,' Carr says. "H i so hard to h 'P up ·
mod rn science. Lou is nbh' to put di
concepts inlo language anyom' cnn nnjltef'._
stand. His bool s nppl'nl to dnldt'l'n and
nlil . 11 ,•s n rt'nl Hl'lU11 ssmWl' mnn."

Richard Iones, Biological Sciences:
$223,246 , "Polycom b-group
and Gene Regulatio n (year seven)
National Institutes of Health.

Vi!dor Teplitz, Physics: $208,058,
"IPA," Office of Science and
Technology Policy.

Co•piled by uny Smith, Director of Rmarck and TechoiOff Mau!e•nt

In 1999·2ooo. SMU received SII.43Z.S071or direct and indirect costs ol research and sponsored ~rojects.
asi~nificant increase over the S1o.o68.766 received in 1998·1999 and the S9,~6~.788. rece ~ed 1n 1997·
1998. Atotal of 122 awards were made to 81 principal investi~ators and co· punopal mvesh~ators
01 the 81 project directors/investi~ators. 37 received S1oo.ooo or more in a~~re~ated Iundin~ as lead
researchers. The lollowin~ list presents these invest1~ators accordm~ to the size olthe ~raol rew ed
(hi~hest to lowest).

Acou tic Army , nd Analy:is of
•'ourc •s in outh Kor • - lonitorin r th • '1 BT," TRA.

Gary Evans, Electrical Engineeri ng:
1 0, 94, "High-Po wer Coherent
Arr y of Vertical Cavity SurfaceEmitting miconduc ting Lasers,'
'D • s Higher Education Coordinating Board; $15,000, "Sabbatica
Fin ncial upport for Professor
K -Young Kwon," Laser Diode,
Inc.; $25,114, "Aculight Project,"
Aculight orporatio n.

Radovan Kovacevic , :\1

Eu,ene Herrin, Geological

c1 nc s:
332,135, "TXAR Arra ' - p ration and Maintena nce," Air Force;
with Paul Golden: 71.0-5, ·· oil ction oflnfra ound Noi e Data and
ite ur e Informati on at th
Midway and Wake I land Infrasound Array ,'' Uni er it of
Mi i ippi; with Brian tump:
$231,192, ·'Mina Arra ,' Defen e
Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA);
$32,750, "Certification of the Array
a an IMS Primary Array," DTRA.

Geor'e Chrisman, Informati on
Technology Services: $594,268,
"Higher Education Technology
Project," Telecomm unication s
Infrastruc ture Fund Board CTIFB).
Ryszard Stroynowski, Physics:
$370,000, "High Energy PhysicsExperime ntal Award," Department of Energy (DOE ); $29,500,
"High Energy Physics - Experimental Suppleme nt," DOE; with
Gary McCartor : $130,000, "HighEnergy Physics- Theory," DOE.

Henry Gray, Statistica l Science,
with Wayne Woodward: $132,453,
"Statistic al Methods for Monitoring a CTBT," Defense Threat
Reduction Agency (DTRA>;
$120,000 , "Statistic al Methods for
Momtorin g a CTBT," DTRA;
$161,488 , "Statistic<JI Methods for
Monitorin g thf' Compreh ensive
NJJclenr 'fr~s t HHn Tn·aty," DTRA.

·hnni · tl
I'..IWin • •ring: ·;; . ~ ~ 5 , "'J h ·nnu·
1 ·chanit'al- bl ·ctrical rod ·ling of
th • .'PLJCE by :m FE~! , " l•.lt•ctric
Po\\l'l' H·~·m·ch ln titul(': . . 10 ,
"Suppl ·nwnt,ll :r tnl tu. upport
Rob ·rt B 'ront:tn ," 'I •. " I IIi r}wr
l•.duralton Counlina ting Board ;
.;1 Hl,l52, "() •q•Jopm ·nl of Ilyhricl
Haptd Protolypin ~r Pruu :--. B 1 ·d
on :m W •lding nnd ' r ' lillin ~ ...
'I ns H1gh •r Edu '. lltOn ;oordinnting Bo,mi: .~:~:J. :3:21, .. ;om bin ·cl
H.'~ •arch - 'urriculum D '\ lopm •nt · ontraclitio n.tl ~l .lllufact 
uring" (subconlra ·l '' 1th ' olumbia
ni\' •rs1t\ \ •nr two of thr l.
a tiona! · ~~ nc r oundation : with
avid Johnson : 102,0 , .. F llowship Program in Rapid rototyping and lanufactu ring,"
pati.m nt of Education : 1 1.50 ,
'·F llow hip Pr gram in Rapid
Prototypi ng and Manufact m;ng,''
Departme nt of Education .

William Orr, Biological

cience :
16 ,277, ''Regulati on of Antioxidative Gene and ging," National
In titute of Health; with Raj
ohal: $173,246 and 34,649.
'Glutathio ne Oxidative tre
and Aging," ational In titute of
Health.

Lawrence Ruben, Biological ciences:
$189,203 and $183,693, 'Eico anoic Acids in Trypanos oma Brucei,'
National Institutes ofHealth .
Brian Stump, Geological Sciences,
with Eugene Herrin: $185,977,
"Emperic al Seismo-Acoustic
Studies for Calibratio n and Identification Capabilit ies at IMS Array
Sites," Defense Threat Reduction
Agency (DTRA); $80,000, "Installation and Operation of a Temporary Seismo-Acoustic Array and
Analysis of Sources in South
Korea - Monitorin g the CTBT,"
DTRA; $82,383, "Installat on and
Operation of a Temporar y Seismo-

Robin Lovin, Theology: $207,830,
''Program to Enhance Theological
chool
apacities to Prepare
andidate for Congrega tional
Mini try,' Lilly Endowm ent Inc.

Geoffrey Orsak, Electrical Engineer·
ing: $199,990, "Digital Signal
Pr c ing urriculum Developm nt," Texas Instrume nts Inc.
Ronald Wetherin!fon, Anthropology,
with Robert Skinner: $189,610,
Initiative to Enhance the
In tructional Technology Resources
and ervices of the Center for
Teaching Excellence," Charles E.
ulpeper Foundatio n.

Thomas Edwards, Teacher Preparation: 259 337
pward Bound,"
Departm ent of Education ; $1,000,
"Upward Bound," Departm ent of
Education .

William Pulte, Anthropology:
$243 39 "Bilingua l Education Professio nal Developm ent,''
Departm ent of Education .

Steven Vik, Biological Sciences:
$189,951, "Structur e/Functio n
Studies of E Coli F1 FO ATPase,"
National Institutes of Health;
$45,000, "Chemica l Proteolys is
and Cross-lin king of Membran e
Proteins," Welch Foundati on.

Peter Raad, Mechanic al Engineering: $100,325, "Thermal Property
Measurem ents and Modeling of
Isotopically-Pure Semicond uctor
Materials ,'' Isonics Corporati on;
$103,434, "Measure ment of ThinFilm Propertie s - Phase III,"
Raytheon Systems Company
(RSC); $20,000 , "Submicr on
Electro-Th ermal Scienc s Laboratory," Marlow IndustricR Inc.

Jerry Gibson, Electrical Engineering: $50,000, "Broadba nd Networks and Applicati ons," On
Comman d Developm ent Corporation· $35,536, "Space-T ime
Cooiing for Broadban d Wireless,"
Advanced Micro Devices Inc.; with
Geoffrey Orsak: $99,995, ''Physical
Layer Performa nce in Draft
802.lla for Wireless LANs,'' Nokia
Telecomm unication s.
John Good,e, Geological Sciences:
$80,000, "Structur e and Sedimentology of the Beardmo re Group .
Antarctic a: Latest N eoproteroz01c
to Early Paleozoic Tectonic Evolution of the East Antarctic
Margin," National Science Foundation; $13,400, "Structur e and
Sediment ology of the Beardmor e
Group Antarctic a: Latest
.
Neoproterozoic to Early Paleozoic
Tectonic Evolution of the Ea t
Antarctic Margin (Suppl ment
002)," National Scienc Foundation; $80,000, "SHRIMP -Pb .
Geochronology of Transant archc
Mountain s Basemen t," ational
Scienc Foundati on.

Fred Wendorf, Anthropology:
$147,541, "Ar hcological Techniques in Pre-Historic Saharan
Excavation Program," American
Research enter in Egypt Inc.
Jeff Tian, Computer Science and

Nell Carvell, Learning Therapy:
$9, 40, "Head Start of Greater
Dallas - Rosie Harris Center,"
Head Start of Greater Dallas Inc.;
$ 9,616, "Learning Therapy Program," Head Start of Greater Dallas
Inc.; $68,300, "Head Start Project,"
Texas Instruments Foundation.
David Johnson, Mechanical
Engineering: $158,436, "Laser
Beam Guided by Waterjet in
Cutting Thin and Heat Sensitive
Materials," Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board.
Zeynep ~elik-Butler, Electrical
Engineering: $44,882, "Noise
Performance and Modeling of SubMicron MOSFETs," Motorola Inc.;
with Donald Butler: $110,122,
~uncooled Yttrium Barium Copper
Oxide Thermal Detectors for
Advanced Broad-Band IR and FIR
Radiation Detection," National
t\.eronautics and Space Administration.

lohn Buynak, Chemistry: $102,594,
'Bifunctional Beta-Lactam ase
[nhibitors to Simultaneously
rarget Serine and Metallo-betaLactamases," Texas Higher
~ducation Coordinating Board;
B45,000, "Rational and Combinatoi.al Approaches to Protease
:nhibition," Welch Foundation .

Engineering: $25,000, NSF
Career Grant, "Techniques and
Tools for Early Measurement
and Improvement of Software
Reliability (Nortel-Industry
Match)," National Science
Foundation; $95,672, ''Validating
Network Protocols for Electronic
Commerce," Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board.

Rudy Guerra, Statistical Science:
$68,034, "Statistical Methods for
Gene Mapping," University of
California-Berkeley; $64,273,
"Statistical Methods for Gene
Mapping," UC-Berkeley.

Scott Dou~las, Electrical Engineering: $101,719, ''Universal Signal
Separation for Teleconferencing
and Wireless Communications, '
Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board; $25,000,
"Evaluation of Algorithms for a
General Purpo e Blind ignal
Separation System " Raytheon
Systems Company- Greenville.
Ma~aret Dunham, omputer
Science and Engineering: $69 74 ,
"WITN: Collaborative R earch in
Location Depend nt Data
Management," National
Foundation; 47,000,"
Data Mining Tool for
o patial
Databa e -Enabling 'D chnologie for th Environm nt,"
National ci nc Foundation.

fUNDING SOURCES IN 2000 (milli ons )
$11,432,507 total
Corporate

Zhancpin Chen, Mathematics:
$44,530, "U.S.-China Cooperative
Research: Numerical Methods and
Th ir Application to Comput r
Simulation of Flows in Underground Reservoirs," National
Science Foundation; $38,615,
"Innovative Finite Element
Methods for Modeling Multiphase
Contaminant Flows in Porous
Media," National Science Foundation; $25,000, "Application of the
Homogenization Method to
Deformable Porous Media," Mobil
Research and Development
Corporation.

Bijan Mohraz, Mechanical Engineering: $70,733, "Analysis and Design
Procedures for Structures with
Passive and Semi-Active Control
Devices," Department of Commerce; $19,116, "A Procedure for
Distributing Earthquake Energy
Demand in Structures," Department of Commerce; $17,684
'Analysis and Design Procedures
for Structures with Passive and
Semi-Active Control Devices,
Department of Commerce.
Juris Germanas, Chemistry:
$106 500," tructure and
Reactivity of Hydrogeno omal
Ferredoxin ,' National In titute
of Health.

DISTRIBUTION OF AWARDS
Theolo'y

S207.830

(11%)

$1,255,023

Foandations

(9.2%)
Sl,054.193

umanities
S290.337

Social Sciences
State/Local
(13.8") S1,579,278

Federal (65.3%)
S7,466.363

S1.219,565

SMU has signed an agreement with a Dallas-based company to make several of its faculty members and facilities
available to it in exchange for an
equity position in the company
and annual research funding.
Photodigm, Inc. is developing a new technology that
would enable semiconductor
lasers to be manufactured
much less expensively. Semiconductor lasers are about the
size of a grain of salt and are
used in long-haul data transmission. They also are used in
consumer electronics such as
CD and DVD players.
Currently, the high-end
lasers used for telecommunications are difficult and expensive to manufacture. Photodigm believes that its technology can significantly reduce the
cost of semiconductor lasers.
The idea for the technology
Photodigm is developing came
from Gary Evans, a professor of
electrical engineering at SMU.
Other SMU faculty members
involved with the project include electrical engineering
profes or Jerome Butler and
mechanical engineering profesor Gemunu Happawana. Several graduate students also
have been hired to help conduct research for the company.
"There are tremendous
re ource at SMU that are
enabling us to put together this
company much more quickly
and cost effectively," says Photodigm President and CEO
John Spencer.
Stephen Szygenda, dean of
the SMU School of Engineering, says the Photodigm partnership provides an opportunity for faculty members to be
entrepreneurial and still remain
in an academic environment.
"The ultimate winners are
the students who benefit from
world-class faculty who also
have contacts in industry,"
Szygenda says.
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p ul o~ers, Law, co-author,
Law: Policy and Practice, N
Lexis Pubiishing, 1999, with
nying Teacher's Manual, 2000.

Carolyn
Anthropology, co- •clitor,
Picuns Pueblo Through Tinw l~i!fhl
Centunes of Change at a orihem
Rio Grande Pueblo, Dallas, 11 xu
lem nts (' nler for Southw •.st
tudi s, M , 19 9
Psychology, "Attratlt\l'·
ne , Attraction nnd St•xunl St·lt· ·lion:
Evolutionary P r.sp •cltvc.s on llw Form
and Function of Phystcal ltrutttv ··
n ss," Advances 111 Expl'rWII'flt(/1
octal P.<:.ycholog . :~2 (2000l: 27:i :{ 12.

Mnnug ·nwnl and
rganizations, "Tiw .Jupan '.Sl' Fnmily:
An ln litutl nal Log~c for .Jnp;llll'st•
orporate clworks unci.Jnpnrwsl'
Man g m nt," Acac/1'111\' ol fciiWg«'lll«'ll/
Revtew, 25(2) ( pnl 2000l lml II~ .
nthropoloJ..'), and
James llolhficld, Pohltrnl Sctt•nt· •, t•ditor·, Migration Tlu•orv· 'l'cdlull,l.! ,\cross
Disctplines,
w York · Roullt•dg •, 2000
lnlh •mattes, eo-author,
"Math matical no lysis !'or Resl rvnir
Mod l ," I.A..M Jour;wl on Mathcmati·
cal Analysts, 30 (1 99): 131--15:3.
hin s , " tanlcy Kwnn's
' ent r tage': Th (lmlposstbll'
Engag ment Betwe n F mtnism nnd
Po tmoderni m," merna Journal,
39 4) ( ummer 2000): 60- 0.
Elizab th curlock
Univer ity Profe sor of Human alu •
The Catholic Moral Tradttion Today:
A Synthes£s, Wa hington, D. .:
Georgetown Univer ity Pre , 1999.
Also, Moral Theology at the End of the
Century, The Pere Marquette Lecture
in Theology, Milwaukee, Wi con in:
Marquette Pres , 1999.
Marketing and tati tics, co-author, "Inferring Latent
Brand Dependencie ," Journal of
Marketing Research, 37 (February
2000): 72-87.
Electrical Engineering,
co-author, "On Gradient Adaptation
With Unit- orm Constraints," IEEE
Transactions on Signal Processing,
48(6) (June 2000): 1843-1847.
Computer Science,
co-author, "Indexing Valid Time
Databases Via B+- Trees," IEEE
Transactions on Knowledge and Data
Engineermg, (November/December
1999): 929-947.
Philosophy, "Fission,
Fusion and the Parfit Revolution,"
Philosophical Studies, 1999.
Economics, co-editor,
ArLuancPs tn Er·onometncs: Applying
KPrnPl and NonparamPtru· Esttmatton
to ENmr,mu· 'lhpu:fl, Stamford,
(,flflnfdHcut. ,JAI Press, 2000

ent d aroline Brettel~

Anthropology, Gender in a CrossCultural Perspective, 3rd Edition,
pper addle River, New Jersey:
Pr ntice Hall, 2000.

Victor Paul F mis , Th ·olo

, "'I hP
Loyal Oppo,.itiun and riptur •," ch pll·r in 'the Loyfll Oppo 111011:. tru lmg
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Stephe

Engli h, editions of
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1)- •vi: a's r:pilogue to his Translation
,,r Hnnulph Higden ', PoJychronicon, in
Th!' Idea of the Vernacular: An
Anthology o{ Middle English Literary
1'ht'orv 12 0 1.520, Jocelyn WoganBruw~e. ed., P nnsylvania State
niv •rsily Pr •:s, 1999.
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lo nGood~ , <~ •ologw 11 ,

·it·m·· , coauthor, "2 . ~ Bill inn YPar uf Punrtu tlt•d
I<:arth lli~ton· •~ Hl•mrd ·din t.'in•lt·
I ock,"(;mlo~-.;·, '27 11 ) (1!*">9): 1007-1010

Elt·t'lronil·

~IPdt,t

.tnd

Ftlm. nnkt r Hl'ill's am/ r;, II (}un·ns:
The \\c1ll lh~llt v Comp(l/1\ Fmm tht'
Insult• Out. t•w York . ''\\ York
Ol\cr~it) Pn·s~. :2000
, Tht•olog). llallc.
Halle. m tng the World Round. a
global hymnal of.36 ~>ongs for childr•n,
youth. and congregatwn. arland,
't xa : hori l r- Guild. 1999.
1u ic, The .\.fus1c Tree:
Time to Beglll, Part 1, 2A. 2B: The
Music Tree Actil'itte :Time to Begm,
Parts 1, 2A. 2B; The Mu ic Tree
Handbook for Teacher ; The Iu ic
Tree D and MIDI di kette l\Iiami:
Warner Brother Publication , 2000.
Mechanical Engineering,
Experimental Methods for Engineers,
7th Edition, McGraw Hill, 2000.
Psychology, co-editor,
Vulnerability to Psychopathology: Risk
Across the Lifespan, ew York:
Guilford Pres , 2000. Also, co-editor,
Handbook of Psychological Change:
Psychotherapy Processes and Practices
for the 21st Century, ew York: John
Wiley & Sons, 2000.
Advertising, co-author,
"Portrayal of Men and Women in
U.S. Spanish-Language Television
Commercials," Journalism and Mass
Communication Quarterly, 77{1 )
(Spring 2000): 128-142.
Marketing, Strategic Marketing Problems: Cases and Comments,
9th Edition, Upper Saddle River, New
,Jer!Sey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 2000.

lo nlo , Lnw,

:u-:tuthnr, lnlt'rna·
l't'lrolr•flm 'lniiU>tlcllfms, 2nd
Ecli ion, Rl)cky Mount tin ;\luwral Law
h•und tlion , ~woo .
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Anthropology, cu-1tUtht1r , ·R ·port on
th • lni ial E cm·ation. of Br •cha da:
La. c 1. and ,al·ria P ·.ada !Airnonda,
Portugu •. · E. lr ·maclural." .Journal of
lbcrtan Archar.ology, 1 1 1999) 237-250.

texis
en, IIi:tof), Holy Day,
llulidav. Tht American , 'unda_v,
orne II 'ntv r. ily Pre . , 2000.
Operation Managem nt, co-author, -Inventory Policy for
D n -e Retail tore ,"Journal of
Operatwn Management, 1 (3) (2000):
303-316.
Engli h, OneOnOne, a
volume of poetry, Autumn House Press,
1999.
Economic , "The
Impact of Children on Wages, Job
Tenure, and the Division of Household
Labor," The Economic Journal, 110
(March 2000): C139-C157.
Business, co-author,
"Serving Multiple Constitue ncies in
Business Schools: M.B.A. Program
versus Research Performance,"
Academy of Management Journal, Vol.
43, No. 6, 1130-1141, December 2000.
History, co-author,
The Columbia Guide to the H olocaust,
Columbia University Press, 2000.
Music, edited and transcribed 13 vocal arias, published by
Classical Vocal Reprints of New York,
2000.
Organizational Behavior and Business Policy, co-a uthor,
Advancrcl Business Communications,
4th Edition, Ci nci nn ati, Ohio: South Wes tern Publishing, 200 1.

Theatre, "Aurore
Dupin Dud •vant and Jean Baptiste
Poqu •lin: G •orge and Reconstructs
Molicr •," in The Author as Character:
Rt•prt>sentwg !Iistorical Writers in
Wi>s/r.m Literature, eds. Ton
Ilo ns laar. and Paul Franssen,
Madtson, New J ersey: Fairleigh
Dtcktn:on University Press, 1999.
Operations Management
and Information Technology, "Segmenttog HMO to Study Productivity and
Profitability," Journal of Healthcare
Fmance, 26(4) (Summer 2000): 78-89.

a,
Biological Sciences,
"A Model for the Structure of Subunit
a of the Escherichia coli ATP Synthase
and its Role in Proton Translocation,"
Biochemica, Biophysica, Acta, 1458
(2000): 457-466.

e Art History, co-author,
"Excavations of the Etruscan
Settlement of Poggio Colla: The 19951998 Seasons," Journal of Roman
Archaeology, 12 (1999): 231-46.
History, a Spanish translation of The Spanish Frontier in
North America, Mexico City, Mexico:
Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 2000.

S

en
Political Science,
"State Withdrawal and the Impact of
Marketization on Rural Russia," Policy
Studies Journal, 28(1) (JanuaryMarch 2000).

Arts Administration
and Corporate Communications, "The
Electronic Frontier Confronts the im
of Political Pers uasion," pages 165-191
of Understanding the Web: ocwl,
Political and Economic Diml'llslons of
the lntem et, eds. . Albarran nnd n.
GDIT, Ames, Io" a: Iowa Stnlc Uniwr·
sity Press, 2000.
Lnw, co·authnr.
Int ematwnal ~ales [.all' :. \ l'">Nt'll
Orienll'd Courscbnok, t't Paul,
Minm'sotn: v ('St tinmp .. non.

Beasecker strives to create abalance between beauty and use in his pottery. The associate professor

of art, who teaches ceramics in Meadows School of the Arts, thinks that someone who uses one of his ceramic
pieces is pa~n! the hi!ftest form of compliment to his work. He creates ewers (vase-shaped pitchers), teapots,
aDd caniers with the idea that their ultimate places are within adomestic settin! - on akitchen counter or din-

..AIIIIIJ work is fundional" Beasecker says. "H'sveJY important that people use the work, and that it's acces~·· ~IB· -.~·~ ~that stilllates the retina and bas arole in the tactile world reveals excitill! possibili·

llfkl:le:ltikllat· BasedceJ, • has taa;t at SMU since 1992. has received RUBUS awards,

...,.AWard i111997 and aNational Endowment for the Arts,_ in ~
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